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1: Old soldiers' home - Wikipedia
Petersburg National Battlefield shared U.S. Army Center of Military History's post.

The plantation of Richard Bate appears in the land tax. Two Mutual Insurance Society policiesâ€” and
â€”were issued to Bate. A sketch plan of the major buildings on the August policy Figure 5. The distances
between the two outbuildings and the dwelling provide particularly useful information. Further, it is
interesting to note that the relative placement of the three buildings on the policy is closely reflected on the
Campbell map Figure 4. Otway Hare purchased the plantation in and resided on the property with his family
when the Union Army of the Potomac attacked the Petersburg defenses in June As the attack progressed, the
Hare house fell behind the advancing Union lines. The plantation dwellings became a source of amusement for
Union soldiers and a target for Confederate artillerymen, as indicated by a veteran of the 17th Maine
Regiment: On the right of the line, was an elegant residence, formerly occupied by Mr. Hare, a southern
sporting gentleman of wealth, who was "not at home" when we arrived. The men, in their customary style of
protecting secesh property, procured some very elegant horse-trappings and equipments from his
establishment. His house and the adjacent building were completely riddled with shot and shell. His furniture
was sadly "demoralized," and soon distributed along the works. Costly stuffed chairs, and sofas of plush and
damask, furnished yankee soldiers luxuriant repose; and a fine rosewood piano, which a rebel-shell had
"played upon," was made to do duty in a portion of the works we had thrown up across his garden. The
Michler map Figure 5. The house and adjacent buildings disappeared during the siege, probably shortly after
Waud completed his sketch in the summer of Hare did not reoccupy the plantation Plate 5. John Cotter and
Brooke Blades undertook a brief excavation in May to define the corners of the original Hare house dwelling
for the park. The excavations exposed a portion of the eastern foundation wall Plate 5. The cellar stratigraphy
suggested that the building did not burn, but did collapse with a range of household possessions inside. As
such, the contents of the dwelling cellar may be regarded as something of a time capsule of a Southern
plantation manor from the mid-nineteenth century. Further, the abandonment of the property following the
Civil War suggests that eighteenth and early nineteenth-century activity patterns reflected in archaeological
features and artifact distributions may be largely undisturbed, although the proximity of the Union earthworks
undoubtedly disrupted the archaeological deposits to some extent. The Taylor house represents an interesting
comparison with the Hare house. The dwelling was constructed in the third quarter of the eighteenth century,
possibly by Richard Taylor. His son George received the house and associated plantation acreage in William
Byrd Taylor owned the plantation and dwelling, which stood on a hill south of the town of Blandford Plate 5.
The Campbell map Figure 4. The Taylor dwelling lay in the path of the attacking Union army, as did so many
other plantation manors and farmhouses. The Taylor plantation was overrun by Union troops on June 18â€”as
reflected in the following excerpt from the official report of General Wilcox, a Union division commander in
the Ninth Corpsâ€”and remained behind Union lines for the duration of the siege: William Taylor returned to
the property and constructed a modest frame dwelling on the brick foundations of his former kitchen. He
resided on the property until his death in A dairy farm occupied the property in the early twentieth century.
The NPS purchased the former Taylor farm and removed the post-Civil War Taylor dwelling, exposing the
brick foundations of the former kitchen and probable slave quarters Plate 5. David Orr and Brooke Blades
conducted excavations on the Taylor site in the summer of The excavations were prompted by Dr. A series of
systematically placed test units were excavated north of the standing brick foundations during the summer of
Figure 5. The units were excavated through plow zone to subsoil; extensive artifact distributions related to
occupation from were recovered, and the remains of two small outbuildings were discovered. However, the
outline of the pre-Civil War Taylor dwelling was not identified Blades Bruce Bevan, a pioneer in the
application of geophysical prospecting technologies to archaeological site identification, undertook a
ground-penetrating radar and proton magnetometer survey of the Taylor site in Bevan , His survey data
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detected a large rectangular anomaly approximately 60 feet north of the standing foundation. Blades and Mark
Ohno excavated two units and on Figure 5. Bevan had indeed located the Taylor house Bevan et al. Artifacts
recovered from the unit plow zone above the northwest corner of the foundation Plate 5. Excavations within
the brick-lined cellar Plate 5. Prince George Court House Road: The tour road turns south at Fort Stedman to
follow the Union siege line. The road would have provided the Union army with an important route of supply
and communication along the main siege line. This road trace is currently an element of the park hiking trail
system and forms a portion of the park boundary. The frequency with which this lane was depicted on Civil
War maps reflects its importance as a means of communication behind the siege line and the access that it
provided to Union encampment areas and command centers. A portion of this road trace is preserved by a
section of the park Encampment Trail. Norfolk and Petersburg Railroad: Although the railroad bed falls
outside of the park boundaries, it is a major landscape feature of historic importance. The railroad was created
in the mids; William Byrd Taylor sold 23 acres of his plantation to the Norfolk and Petersburg Railroad in to
provide the railroad with a right-of-way through his property PG Co. This railroad, when combined with the s
railroad from City Point and others that approached Petersburg from the south and west, was a major factor
contributing to the strategic significance of the city to Richmond and to the Confederate military. Confederate
Harrison Creek line: After the loss of the northern portion of the Dimmock line, Confederate reinforcements
from Bermuda Hundred constructed a line of earthworks on the western bluff above Harrison Creek on the
evening of June They were shown their positions, on a new line selected at that very time by my orders, a
short distance in the rear of the captured works, and were kept busy the greatest part of the night throwing up a
small epaulement for their additional protection. The line was discontinuous, as indicated on the Union
Engineers map of and the Michler map. The southern portion Figure 5. No trace of the northern line was
observed during the field surface survey. Very slight remnants of the southern portion have survived Plate 5. I
am particularly indebted to Chris Calkins for pointing out this remnant. Given the hurried manner of
preparation for these entrenchments, it is hardly surprising that the earthworks have nearly eroded away.
Confederate Poor Creek line: Anticipating the inevitable result of such a pressure upon our weak defenses, and
knowing that at any moment they might be irrevocably lost to us, I hadâ€”accompanied by Colonel D. Then,
at about The digging of the trenches was begun by the men as soon as they reached their new position. Axes,
as well as spades; bayonets and knives, as well as axes, â€”in fact, every utensil that could be found â€”were
used. The main Confederate defense line was anchored by a series of concentrated artillery positions known as
salients. The salient was noted as "Ransom" on the Union Engineers map of Figure 4. The Confederate attack
on Fort Stedman in late March commenced from this position. The earthworks are presently very eroded Plate
5. The graded bed of this road is still visible on the surface. Virtually all of the Union earthworks in the Main
Unit are located within the central area, i. By late July the main siege line was emerging as a series of artillery
concentrations connected by rifle pit trenches, as indicated on the Engineer map of Figure 4. As eventually
constructed, the main siege line consisted of artillery batteries and larger artillery and infantry forts. Various
linear earthworks and isolated artillery lunettes are located in the woods between the siege line and Harrison
Creek. Union Fort Stedman began as a collection of Ninth Corps artillery guns and mortars, as shown on the
Engineer map of July Figure 4. By late in the siege, the fort had become a major artillery concentration
between Batteries X and XI Figure 5. The position has been cleared of trees today, but is severely eroded due
to heavy visitation Plate 5. Union Fort Haskell was initially a modest position with 2 mortars and 1 field gun
in July Figure 4. The earthworks are wooded at present and the parapets and ditches are more well preserved
than those at Fort Stedman Plate 5. Union Fort Morton was erected behind the Taylor ruins on commanding
high ground. The Engineer map of July shows 14 guns had been placed within the earthworks, and that a
zig-zag communication trench headed eastward toward the Union secondary defenses Figure 4. The remains
of Fort Morton were obliterated by postwar plowing as William Taylor reconstructed his farm and a later dairy
farm occupied the property. Bruce Bevan conducted preliminary remote sensing survey on the site in at the
same time as his survey of the Taylor site Bevan Bevan continued extensive remote sensing survey of the Fort
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Morton site, utilizing various technologies during all seasons of the year throughout the s and early s. He
ultimately published the results of these survey experiments in a major monograph that has widespread
theoretical and methodological value for archaeological geophysicists Bevan A team of National Park Service
archaeologists directed by Dr. A Union artillery battery south of Fort Morton and its connecting trenches are
well preserved. The Knowles map Figure 5. This distribution of encampments represents those from the last
days of the siege of Petersburg, when the Ninth Corps held the northern portion of the siege lines. As
discussed below, this area was impacted by twentieth-century activities and the consequent extent of
disturbance is unknown. The regimental encampments between Prince George Court House Road and the
southern boundary of the park are probably the most well preserved such sites in the Main Unit. A Union
earthwork oriented north-south stood east of the trail and then crossed to the west side Plate 5. These shallow
depressions Plate 5. The distance from the turn in the Encampment Trail to the unnamed tributary was
approximately feet; seven shallow depressions lay roughly in a row between the trail and tributary, while
numerous other ones were found to the north. The distance between the area with the shallow depressions near
Encampment Trail and the main Union siege line at Battery XIII is approximately feet. Further, the earthworks
may have been created to serve as a secondary line of defense and to provide a measure of protection for
encampment areas.
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2: Fort Lee (Virginia)
Fort Lee is the Home of Army Sustainment, located in central Virginia. Support Starts Here!

Varying cultures of indigenous peoples lived in the area for thousands of years. When the English arrived in
Virginia in , the region was occupied by the Appamatuck, a significant tribe of the Powhatan Confederacy.
They were governed by a weroance, King Coquonosum, and by his sister, Queen Oppussoquionuske. This
Algonquian -speaking people later had a town at Rohoic Creek formerly Rohowick or Indian Towne Run , on
the western edge of present-day Petersburg. Petersburg was founded at a strategic point at the fall line of the
Appomattox River and settled by English colonists. By they had patented land along the south bank of the
Appomattox River as far west as present-day Sycamore Street, and about 1 mile 1. In , the Virginia Colony
established Fort Henry a short distance from the Appamatuck town, near the falls. It provided water power for
mills and later industrialization. Abraham Wood sent several famous expeditions out from here in the
following years to explore points to the west, as far as the Appalachian Mountains. The Bolling family,
prominent tobacco planters and traders, also lived in the area from the early 18th century. Wittontown, north
of the river, was settled in , and became incorporated as Pocahontas in During the American Revolutionary
War , the British drive to regain control erupted in the Battle of Blanford in , which started just east of
Petersburg. As the Americans retreated north across the Appomattox River, they took up the planks of the
wooden Pocahontas bridge to delay the enemy. Although the British drove the Americans from Blanford and
Petersburg, they did not regain a strategic advantage in the war. After the war, in Petersburg annexed the
adjacent towns of Blandford also called Blanford and Pocahontas and the suburb of Ravenscroft, which
became neighborhoods of the city. An area known as Gillfield was annexed in Because of the availability of
jobs in Petersburg, many free people of color in Virginia migrated to the growing urban community. They
established First Baptist and Gillfield Baptist Church , the first and second oldest black congregations in the
city and two of the oldest in the nation. The black churches were the first Baptist churches established in
Petersburg. For years the center of the free black residential area was Pocahontas Island , a peninsula on the
north shore of the Appomattox River. With access to waterways and a population sympathetic to refugee
slaves, this neighborhood was an important site on the Underground Railroad. The Port of Petersburg became
renowned as a commercial center for processing cotton , tobacco and metal, then shipping products out of the
region. The city became an important industrial center in a mostly agricultural state with few major cities.
Flourishing businesses helped the city make improvements. Starting in , the city paved its streets. A
development company created a canal to bypass the Appomattox Falls, in order to promote traffic upriver.
Next came railroad lines to link the city to all points of the compass. As travel technology developed in the
midth century, Petersburg became established as a railroad center, with lines completed to Richmond to the
north, Farmville and Lynchburg to the west, and Weldon, North Carolina to the south. The last major line was
completed in to the east, with the Norfolk and Petersburg Railroad connecting to the ocean port of Norfolk. In
the city introduced gaslights and by installed a new municipal water system. All these civic improvements
helped attract and hold a substantial business community, based on manufacture of tobacco products, but also
including cotton and flour mills, and banking. Engineer Battalion, during the Siege of Petersburg, August At
the time of the American Civil War , Petersburg was the second-largest city in Virginia after the capital
Richmond, and the seventh-largest city in the Confederacy. When the Civil War began in , Petersburg was
strategic in supporting the Confederate effort. The city provided several infantry companies and artillery units
to the Confederate Army, along with three troops of cavalry. In April more than free African Americans of
Petersburg volunteered to work on the fortifications of Norfolk, Virginia under their own leader. Slaveholders
also contributed the labor of numerous of their black slaves. The numerous railroads made Petersburg a
lifeline for Richmond, the Confederate capital. On June 9, troops led by William F. Due to botched Union
leadership and arrival of Confederate General William Mahone, the Union forces suffered a disastrous defeat
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at the Battle of the Crater, suffering over 4, casualties. In early April , Union troops finally managed to push
their left flank to the railroad to Weldon, North Carolina and the Southside Railroad. The fall of Petersburg
meant that Richmond could no longer be defended, and Lee attempted to lead his men south to join up with
Confederate forces in North Carolina. Hopelessly outnumbered, he was surrounded and forced to surrender at
Appomattox Court House, Virginia, on April 9, South Side Railroad Depot on Rock Street which served as
the office of William Mahone when his Readjustor Party dominated Virginia politics In the years after the
Civil War, many freedmen migrated to Petersburg, founding numerous churches, businesses and institutions.
In the General Assembly incorporated the Central Lunatic Asylum as an organized state institution, as part of
an effort by the Reconstruction -era legislature to increase public institutions for general welfare. Also in , the
state legislature authorized moving the asylum facility to the Mayfield Farm and developing a new campus
there. This is the site of the present-day Central State Hospital, which provides a variety of mental health
services. During the s, a coalition of black Republicans and white Populists held power for several years in the
state legislature. This resulted in two major public institutions in Petersburg, as the legislature invested for
education and welfare. It was one of the first public fully state-supported four-year historically black colleges
and universities HBCU in the Mid-Atlantic. This was part of a drive to improve public education that started
with the Reconstruction legislature. Other forces in the midth century acted to pull people and jobs from the
city. It suffered from competition with nearby Richmond, which grew to dominate the region in a changing
economy as industries restructured. World wars led to major federal institutions being constructed near
Petersburg, which created local jobs. The facility was used again during World War II. In the camp was
designated Fort Lee , and additional buildings were constructed to house the U. Army Quartermaster Corps
Center and School. In the s, Petersburg became the southern terminus of the Richmond-Petersburg Turnpike,
predating the U. It also approved constitutional changes that effectively disfranchised most blacks and many
poor whites. Those disfranchised suffered major losses in the ability to exercise their rights as citizens. With
many African Americans having served the nation and cause of freedom in WWII, in the postwar years they
pressed for social justice, an end to segregation and restoration of voting power. In Petersburg businessmen
and politician, Remmie Arnold, the president and owner of the Arnold Pen Company, at the time one of the
largest manufacturers of fountain pens, launched a campaign for Governor of Virginia. As a Petersburg city
councilman, Arnold had pushed through a budgetary increase earmarked for equality and fair access for public
housing and recreational facilities for everyone including people of color, and increased budgetary
considerations for the black schools in Petersburg. Arnold ultimately lost the Democratic primary to John S.
Battle who went on to win the gubernatorial election. Even after the Great Migration of blacks to northern jobs
and cities, Petersburg was 40 percent black in Under state segregation and Jim Crow laws, those citizens were
barred from free use of public spaces and facilities. Major black churches, such as First Baptist and Gillfield
Baptist, formed the moral center of the Civil Rights Movement in Petersburg, which gained strength in
mid-century and was a major center of action. Martin Luther King, Jr. According to Walker and other close
associates of King, Petersburg had played an important role, a kind of blueprint for the national civil rights.
African Americans in Petersburg struggled, with federal government support, to desegregate public schools
and facilities. Through sit-ins in the bus terminal in , the PIA gained agreement by the president of the Bus
Terminal Restaurants to desegregate lunch counters in Petersburg and several other cities. White Virginia
officials at the top levels resisted school integration following the US Supreme Court ruling in Brown v. Board
of Education and initiated the program of Massive Resistance. For instance, rather than integrate, the school
board of neighboring Prince Edward County closed public schools for five years, starting in The city market
that has been preserved and is still used as a market. Retail and industry prospered until about the early s.
De-industrialization, restructuring of railroads and national structural economic changes cost many jobs in the
city, as happened in numerous older industrial cities across the North and Midwest. The post-World War II
national construction of highways encouraged development outside cities and suburbanization added to
problems. In addition, reacting to racial integration of schools in the s, many middle-class families moved to
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newer housing in the predominantly white suburbs. They also move to the Richmond metro area, where the
economy was expanding with jobs in new fields of financial and retail services. Some companies shifted
industrial jobs to states further south, where wages were lower, or out of the country altogether. The declining
economy increased the pressure of competition and racial tensions. These flared from to Following the
assassination of King in , Petersburg was the first city to designate his birthday as a holiday, an observance
that is now a national holiday. Projected industrial development of large tracts of vacant land in the annexed
areas did not materialize. In the late s, numerous remaining retail merchants relocated from downtown to the
new Southpark Mall area in adjacent, and predominately white, Colonial Heights. In a typical postwar US
pattern, suburban development through the late 20th century drew off retail from the former downtown area.
During the Virginia tornado outbreak, Petersburg suffered an F4 tornado that swept into the downtown,
seriously damaging a number of historic buildings and businesses. As of , Petersburg has continued to evolve
as a small city, even as the nature of its commercial activities changed. Downtown Petersburg, known as Old
Towne, has had new businesses established as people appreciate the compact core. Geography Petersburg is
located at According to the United States Census Bureau , the city has a total area of Petersburg is located on
the Appomattox River at the fall line, which marks the area where the Piedmont region continental bedrock
and the Atlantic coastal plain unconsolidated sediments meet. The fall line is typically prominent where a river
crosses its rocky boundary, as there are rapids or waterfalls. River boats could not travel any farther inland,
making the location the head of navigation. The need of a port and abundant supply of water power causes
settlements to develop where a river crosses the fall line. Bureau of Economic Analysis combines the city of
Petersburg with the cities of Colonial Heights and Hopewell , and neighboring Dinwiddie and Prince George
counties for statistical purposes. Petersburg is also a part of the Tri-Cities regional economy known as the
"Appomattox Basin", which includes a portion of southeastern Chesterfield County.
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3: Fort Lee (Virginia) Facts for Kids
In October of , the construction of a new Camp Lee (now Fort Lee), began on the site of the previous World War One
camp. By October , the Quartermaster School was established at Camp Lee to train officers and non-commissioned
officers.

History World War I Just 18 days after a state of war with Germany was declared, the first Camp Lee was
selected as a state mobilization camp and later became a division training camp. In June , building began and
within sixty days some 14, men were on the installation. When construction work ended, there were
accommodations for 60, men. Lee , a Confederate Civil War commander. Brigadier General Malcolm Frost
said, "Every Army installation is named for a soldier who holds a place in our military history. Later, portions
of the land were incorporated into the Petersburg National Battlefield and the Federal Correctional Institution,
Petersburg. Their number grew to 25, in , and peaked at 35, in A full program of courses was conducted,
including Officer Candidate School. By the end of , Camp Lee was the center of both basic and advanced
training of Quartermaster personnel and held this position throughout the war. In , the War Department
announced that Camp Lee would be retained as a center for Quartermaster training. Official recognition of its
permanent status was obtained in and the post was redesignated as Fort Lee. Immediately troops began
Quartermaster training for the Korean War and continued for the next three years. After the Korean War,
progress was made on an ambitious permanent building program. Under the twenty-year program, Fort Lee
changed from an installation of temporary wooden structures to a modern Army post with permanent brick
and cinder block buildings. The Quartermaster Training Center, created to supervise the training of
Quartermaster personnel and troop units, brought an intensification of training activity within the
Quartermaster Corps. As a result, the courses formerly taught at other locations were incorporated in the
curriculum of the Quartermaster School. Profound changes were evident at Fort Lee during The
Quartermaster School became a part of the Continental Army Command service school system and was also
selected to serve as the home of the Quartermaster Corps and Corps Historian. The statue was unveiled in
Demographics As of the census [5] of , there were 7, people, 1, households, and 1, families residing in the
CDP. The population density was There were 1, housing units at an average density of The racial makeup of
the CDP was Hispanic or Latino of any race were There were 1, households out of which The average
household size was 3. In the CDP the population was spread out with The median age was 22 years. For every
females there were For every females age 18 and over, there were
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4: Camp Peary | Revolvy
Later, portions of the land became part of the National Military Park of Petersburg. Camp Lee During World War 1 In
October , the War Department ordered that another Camp Lee be built on the site of the earlier camp, with construction
proceeding as rapidly as with the first Camp Lee.

November 7 at 8: Tanks were first used during the First World War. The first use of tanks on the battlefield
was the use of the British Mark I tank at the Battle of Flers-Courcelette part of the Battle of the Somme on 15
September , with mixed results. Many of the tanks broke down, but nearly a third succeeded in achieving their
objectives and breaking through the German line. George Patton was the first Tanker in the U. During the war,
Patton was promoted several times for his successes. November 6 at 8: Over 4 million Americans served in
uniform during the First World War. In , the population of the United States was approximately ,, From April
through November , 4,, Americans enlisted in the military. During that time, 2,, American soldiers were
shipped overseas. Approximately 1,, of those were actively deployed on the front lines. Of those,
approximately , more were milled in battle of died as a result of wounds. Among those Americans to serve
were Native American codetalkers. Men of the Choctaw tribe in Oklahoma enlisted in the U. November 5 at 8:
The First World War was won on the home front just as much as the battle front. During the First World War,
women were first allowed to serve in uniform, primarily as nurses, ambulance drivers, and administrative
specialists. Tens of thousands of women served in the armed forces, Salvation Army, Red Cross, and a myriad
of other organizations. Other women served in the factories producing gun powder and munitions for the
battlefield. They worked long hours and These women received the nickname "Canaries" because the
chemicals turned their skin yellow. When Herbert Hoover, U. Food Administrator, encouraged people to plant
"Victory Gardens" for sustenance on the home front, over 20 million gardens were planted.
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5: Traveller Getting Settled, Summer by Military News - Issuu
After the signing of the Treaty of Versailles in June , the Army closed the camp and the Commonwealth of Virginia
assumed control of the facility, converting part of the land into a wildlife preserve and donating the remainder to the
Petersburg National Military Park (later the Petersburg National Battlefield).

Army Quartermaster School, the U. Army Ordnance School, The U. Fort Lee also hosts two Army museums,
the U. Army Quartermaster Museum and the U. The fort is named for Confederate General Robert E. History
World War I Just 18 days after a state of war with Germany was declared, the first Camp Lee was selected as a
state mobilization camp and later became a division training camp. In June , building began and within sixty
days some 14, men were on the installation. When construction work ended, there were accommodations for
60, men. Lee , the most famous of the Confederate Civil War commanders. Later, portions of the land were
incorporated into the Petersburg National Battlefield and the Federal Correctional Institution, Petersburg.
Their number grew to 25, in , and peaked at 35, in A full program of courses was conducted, including
Officer Candidate School. By the end of , Camp Lee was the center of both basic and advanced training of
Quartermaster personnel and held this position throughout the war. In , the War Department announced that
Camp Lee would be retained as a center for Quartermaster training. Official recognition of its permanent
status was obtained in and the post was redesignated as Fort Lee. Immediately troops began Quartermaster
training for the Korean War and continued for the next three years. After the Korean War, progress was made
on an ambitious permanent building program. Under the twenty-year program, Fort Lee changed from an
installation of temporary wooden structures to a modern Army post with permanent brick and cinder block
buildings. The Quartermaster Training Center, created to supervise the training of Quartermaster personnel
and troop units, brought an intensification of training activity within the Quartermaster Corps. As a result, the
courses formerly taught at other locations were incorporated in the curriculum of the Quartermaster School.
Profound changes were evident at Fort Lee during The Quartermaster School became a part of the Continental
Army Command service school system and was also selected to serve as the home of the Quartermaster Corps
and Corps Historian. In July , Fort Lee came under the control of the U. Army Training and Doctrine
Command. The statue was unveiled in Demographics As of the census [4] of , there were 7, people, 1,
households, and 1, families residing in the CDP. The population density was There were 1, housing units at
an average density of The racial makeup of the CDP was Hispanic or Latino of any race were There were 1,
households out of which The average household size was 3. In the CDP the population was spread out with
The median age was 22 years. For every females there were For every females age 18 and over, there were
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6: Petersburg, Virginia Facts for Kids
Camp Lee to Fort Lee When World War II ended, the fate of Camp Lee was in question. In , the War Department
announced that Camp Lee would be retained as a center for Quartermaster training.

The Fort Lee area was well suited to Native Peoples because the land provided sustenance, rock and clay were
available to make stone tools and pottery, and the wetlands and waterways of the area allowed mobility. The
first European colonists arrived in the Fort Lee area about years ago. Roads, and later railways, built by
colonists to transport tobacco to market became the means of mobilization and troop support during the
Revoluationary and Civil wars. Roads crossing through Fort Lee linked Petersburg with "City Point," now
Hopewell, which were both vital supply and communication centers on the Appomattox River. Following the
withdrawal of the American troops and destruction of military stores in Petersburg, Lord Cornwallis and his
army joined the British to march through this area to Yorktown, where the war ended. General Grant decided
in the summer of that Petersburg must be captured to cut important Confederate supply lins into Richmond
and to force General Lee out into the open. Petersburg was under siege for ten months until General Lee
evacuated. He surrendered a week later at Appomattox Court House, miles to the west. Just weeks before his
assasination, President Lincoln reviewed the troops at what is now the Mahone Avenue parade ground. It later
became a division training camp. Building began in June, and within 60 days, 14, men occupied the new
military installation. When construction was completed, the camp could accommodate 60, Later, portions of
the land became part of the National Military Park of Petersburg. The center of both basic and advanced
training of Quartermaster personnel by the end of , Camp Lee held this position throughout World War II. In ,
official recognition of its permanent status was obtained and the post was re-designated as Fort Lee. Troops
began Quartermaster training for the Korean War immediately and continued for the next three years. After
the Korean War, an ambitious year permanent building program was begun, with Fort Lee changing from an
installation of temporary wooden structures to a modern Army post with permanent brick and cinder block
buildings. The Quartermaster Training Center, created to supervise the training of Quartermaster personnel
and troop units, brought an intensification of training activity within the Quartermaster Corps, resulting in the
courses formerly taught at other locations being incorporated into the curriculum of the Quartermaster School.
Profound changes were evident at Fort Lee during The Quartermaster School became a part of the Continental
Army Command service school system and was also selected to serve as the home of the Quartermaster Corps
and Corps Historian. In July , the U. Army, Joint and Coalition operations around the world. The average
annual student load for Fort Lee is more than 33,
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7: Virginia Forts: page 4
Camp Lee was the largest of the cantonments constructed and only one other - Ayers, Mass., - opened ahead of
Petersburg. The article continued, "In speaking of the men, Col. Waldron said, 'Our.

Porto Bello , the historic hunting lodge of Lord Dunmore , last royal governor of Virginia , is listed on the
National Register of Historic Places and is located on the grounds of Camp Peary. Location Comprising 9,
acres It has been closed to the public since , and remains highly restricted to this day. The town of Magruder
was a traditionally African-American community, established for freedmen after the American Civil War. It
had been named for Confederate General John B. Although the graves in the church cemetery were not
moved, many of the residents and the local Mount Gilead Baptist Church were relocated to the Grove
community, located on U. Route 60 in adjacent James City County a few miles away, where a number of
displaced residents from an area near Lackey known simply as "the Reservation" had earlier relocated under
similar circumstances during World War I when what is now the Naval Weapons Station Yorktown was
created. During Seabee training, Capt. Ware was raising hogs on the property so the recruits called the place
Capt. Originally the hog farm was in the center of things, but the enlisted men complained that the pigs were
on high ground while they were in the mud. The hogs were moved to the edge of camp, but still within the
limits of the government reservation. A bulldozer "B" was parked on the farm for clearing space for feed
troughs, and carried 1, pounds of slop from the camp in one morning alone. In Virginia, after completing three
weeks of boot training at Camp Allen, and later its successor, Camp Peary, the Seabees were formed into
construction battalions or other types of construction units. Soon, however, another mission had been
identified for Camp Peary. All preliminary and advanced specialized training for Seabees was changed to be
conducted at Camp Allen and Camp Bradford at Norfolk, Virginia , where both were an integral part of the
Naval Operating Base. German prisoners-of-war The mission of Camp Peary changed as the war progressed,
and a new need presented itself to the U. It became a stockade for special German prisoners-of-war POWs.
The POWs kept at Camp Peary were not just an ordinary sort, but rather, many were crewmen from captured
German U-boats and ships that the Germans had thought lost at sea with crews presumed dead. It was
important to keep the German authorities unaware of their capture, since knowledge that they had survived
would mean that secret code books and Enigma machines thought lost at sea could also have been
compromised. Learning that these men were being held as POWs, would almost certainly have caused the
Germans to change the secret codes that had been broken by Allied codebreakers , thus, extra secrecy was
necessary. A portion of the abandoned Chesapeake and Ohio Railway spur from the Peninsula Extension main
line just east of near Ewell Station to the base also built during World War II is now a recreational rail trail.
Then, in , the U. Navy returned to the property, securing the portion north of the highway, which was State
Route at the time, and announced it closed to the public; it has been that way ever since. A spokesman said
that all four branches of the military would conduct "testing and evaluation of various classified materials and
equipment" at the new site. He added that some of the training "now being done at Camp Peary, Va. The
existence of this facility is widely known, but has never been formally acknowledged by the U. Access to
Camp Peary is strictly controlled, and all visitors to the installation on official business are escorted at all
times. The portion of the original World War II Seabee base that is north of Interstate 64 has remained closed
to the public since Flight records show that at least 11 aircraft that appear to be owned by CIA front
companies , and are believed to have been used as rendition aircraft by the CIA under the guise of charter
flights, have landed on this runway. Interrogators-in-training practiced techniques such as sleep deprivation ,
deliberately tainted food, and mock executions. According to Wagner, the course was dropped from the CIA
training curriculum after the Watergate scandal , due to increased attention being paid to CIA practices. Camp
Peary is featured in the spy thriller film, The Recruit.
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After the war all buildings were removed and the reservation was turned over to the state as a wildlife preserve, with the
western portion going to the Petersburg National Military Park (now National Battlefield) in

The contents of these newspapers are not necessarily the official view of or endorsed by the U. Opinions of
contributing writers do not nessarily reflect the opinions of Military Newspapers of Virginia. The availability
of these newspapers and the appearance of advertising in these publications, including any inserts and
supplements, do not constitute endorsement by the federal government, the DoD, the DoT, the U. Coast Guard
or Military Newspapers of Virginia of products or services advertised. Advertising Information Sales e-mail
travellernews verizon. Military Newspapers of Virginia W. Norfolk, VA Phone: Army Quartermaster School,
the U. Fort Lee is also home to the headquarters for the Defense Commissary Agency, as well as the 49th
Quartermaster Group, which is a Forces Command unit and the only active-duty petroleum and water group
headquarters. In addition, the 49th QM Group has the only two mortuary affairs units in the active-duty Army
inventory. The long term physical improvements that have been underway at Fort Lee over the last half
century received a major boost when Congress passed Base Realignment and Closure legislation in Army
Transportation Center and School from Fort Eustis, Virginia Dozens of new classroom buildings,
headquarters, fitness and dining facilities, outdoor training sites, high-rise housing projects, and more are
already under construction. In that same timeframe the daily population is expected to rise from 32, to nearly
47, In the summer of there was a ground-breaking ceremony on Sergeant Seay Field to begin construction of
the new four-story Sustainment Center of Excellence SCoE Headquarters building. To help make way for the
new structure, the First Logistical Command Memorial â€” which had been located on that site since â€” was
carefully unmoored and moved to a more prominent spot facing the main entrance to Fort Lee. This
,square-foot building will soon be offering more than courses, is expected to be able to train upwards of 2,
military and civilian students daily. Fort Lee provides an outstanding place for families to live, work and play,
all within the installation. Through the Residential Community Initiative, Fort Lee is able to provide the best
in on-post housing for military families, while the Family and Morale, Welfare and Recreation Directorate
provides a variety of activities for community members of all ages. Families are further supported through
child and youth development services, religious activities, parks, stadiums and much more. Fort Lee is an
important part of the local community, as recognized in the signing of the Army Community Covenant. We
share partnerships with our surrounding communities, which have so much to offer, from lodging, restaurants
and retail shopping to historical and sports parks. We extend a genuine Fort Lee welcome to you and your
family and hope you find your assignment rewarding. Proceed north on I merging onto I N via exit number 46
toward Washington. Merge onto I S via the exit- on the left- toward Bottoms Br. Go to the fifth traffic light
and turn left at the Lee Avenue Gate. Get immediately in the right hand lane and park in the Welcome Center
parking lot. Drivers should remain flexible and call the Fort Lee Police Station at shortly before arriving as the
hour gate may occasionally shift from the Lee Gate to the Sisisky Gate. Drivers of large panel vans, trucks,
RVs or those pulling a paneled trailer should refer to the special instructions. Open daily, 5 a. Open Monday
â€” Friday, 5 a. Commercial traffic must enter through Sisisky Blvd. Gate, but can exit the installation from
any gate. Open 24 hours to residents and authorized guests. Ordnance School Open 24 hours to staff, residents
and authorized guests. These vehicles are still subject to random inspections as all other vehicles entering the
installation. The office is open weekdays from 7 a. The phone number is Advanced Individual Students
attending their first military occupational skill course are not authorized privately owned vehicles.
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The camp provides training for the Army National Guard while also providing storage and facilities to a number of
different military and civilian organizations. Camp Robinson was also once known as Camp Pike, named of General
Zebulon Montgomery Pike [ ].

History World War I Just 18 days after a state of war with Germany was declared, the first Camp Lee was
selected as a state mobilization camp and later became a division training camp. In June , building began and
within sixty days some 14, men were on the installation. When construction work ended, there were
accommodations for 60, men. Lee , the most famous of the Confederate Civil War commanders. Later,
portions of the land were incorporated into the Petersburg National Battlefield and the Federal Correctional
Institution, Petersburg. Their number grew to 25, in , and peaked at 35, in A full program of courses was
conducted, including Officer Candidate School. By the end of , Camp Lee was the center of both basic and
advanced training of Quartermaster personnel and held this position throughout the war. In , the War
Department announced that Camp Lee would be retained as a center for Quartermaster training. Official
recognition of its permanent status was obtained in and the post was redesignated as Fort Lee. Immediately
troops began Quartermaster training for the Korean War and continued for the next three years. After the
Korean War, progress was made on an ambitious permanent building program. Under the twenty-year
program, Fort Lee changed from an installation of temporary wooden structures to a modern Army post with
permanent brick and cinder block buildings. The Quartermaster Training Center, created to supervise the
training of Quartermaster personnel and troop units, brought an intensification of training activity within the
Quartermaster Corps. As a result, the courses formerly taught at other locations were incorporated in the
curriculum of the Quartermaster School. Profound changes were evident at Fort Lee during The
Quartermaster School became a part of the Continental Army Command service school system and was also
selected to serve as the home of the Quartermaster Corps and Corps Historian. In July , Fort Lee came under
the control of the U. Army Training and Doctrine Command. The statue was unveiled in The transfer of
artifacts from Aberdeen to Fort Lee began in August , with the former museum now designated the U.
Demographics As of the census of , there were 7, people, 1, households, and 1, families residing in the CDP.
The population density was There were 1, housing units at an average density of The racial makeup of the
CDP was Hispanic or Latino of any race were There were 1, households out of which The average
household size was 3. In the CDP the population was spread out with The median age was 22 years. For every
females there were For every females age 18 and over, there were
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